Effects of diet on catabolism and excretion of (26-14C)cholesterol in rats.
The catabolism and excretion of [26-14C]cholesterol was studied in rats on semisynthetic and commercial diets low in fat or containing 15% butter or corn oil. Rats on the low fat commercial diet oxidized the labeled cholesterol to 14CO2 at more than twice the rate of those on the semisynthetic diet. Fecal excretion of labeled lipid was also somewhat higher with the commercial diet. The added fats had little effect on rate of oxidation of cholesterol but dietary corn oil stimulated fecal excretion of labeled lipid. The rate of loss of labeled cholesterol through oxidation and excretion showed a positive correlation with cholesterol biosynthesis, as measured previously by acetate incorporation into cholesterol in rats on the same kinds of diet. A simple method for efficient trapping and counting of 14CO2 was developed, which facilitated measurement of low levels of 14CO2 in expired air. Estimation of bile acid production from the rate of oxidation of [26-14C]cholesterol to expired 14CO2 and the specific activity of plasma cholesterol gave somewhat higher values than those obtained by other methods. Possible reasons for this difference are discussed.